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Abstract 

It talks about a distributed net-based flight test raw data processing system, web-oriented and 

application oriented. The system likes a normal one, consists of database servers, web servers and 

NAS storage server, but with the particular distributed task scheduler servers and the calculation 

servers. Each type server can be a team. The user can use WEB browser with the help of OCX 

control to setup his own processing task according to his need, choose which plane, which flight 

no., and defining the parameters, flight time segments, extracting rate etc to be processed. The 

system can accomplish the processing using the embedded application middleware, various data 

processing modules in database, with the scheduler servers and processing servers. The system 

can meet many users’ demand of huge quantity non-structural flight raw data quickly and efficient 

processing at the short time, ensure the flight data enganced management, to keep from copying 

and distributing the great quantity raw data inefficiently and out-of-management. 

 

1 Introduction 

Flight test data processing is an important sector in flight test, being divided two types, real 

time data processing and post-flight data process. Real time data processing is going as flight test 

is executing, providing decision and evaluation information for flight test engineers, flight test 

commanders to monitor the test plane and system’s status, ensure the flight test securely and 

efficiently through communication with the pilot. Reality is the real time system’s main 

characteristics. Generally because of the limitation of the capability of the telemetry system and 

the hardware or software systems, the real time data system only process some necessary and 

primary data, receiving, demodulating, processing and displaying as multimedia, easily for them 

to understand these information to make decision. As the computer technology develop rapidly 
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and the newer telemetry structure is created to meet with the wide bandwidth demand, the real 

time systems may carry much more processing tasks, even belonging to post-flight processing 

before. In the coming future, the real time system will integrates with the post-flight data 

processing system. 

As soon as the flight test finishes, the focus is in post-flight data processing, processing and 

analyzing the all types of flight test data particularly, fully, roundly and synthetically, include 

general PCM and various bus system data. The primary characteristics of the post-flight test data 

processing are huge quantity data(10GB nearly now) and more users with different processing 

requirements. This paper introduces one web-oriented, application-oriented distributed processing 

networked system, for users to carry out their data processing tasks through network efficiently, to 

keep from copying and distributing the data inefficiently. In the meantime, the huge flight data are 

unified to be managed and stored in the database. 

Commonly, the post-flight data processing to do: 

 Engineering unit conversion; 

 Data smoothing and filtering, wild points eliminating, curve simulating; 

 Coordinate conversion; 

 Time synchronization and data coalition; 

 Test object subject data processing, e.g. performance, controllability and stability, power 

system etc.; 

 Frequency/time domain analyzing; 

 others; 

 

2 The system design 

The system structure is shown in Fig 1. 

 

Fig 1 the system structure 

 

a) The web-oriented database management sub-system(W-DBMS) manage the fully system 

data, including the flight information, flight data information; 

b) The web-oriented data processing sub-system(W-DPS) is in web server, provide for 

users facilities and interface to access and process the data; 

c) The distributed application middle wares are stored in database server, data processing 
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modules; 

d) The distributed calculation scheduler sub-system are responsible for arranging 

distributed network calculations; 

e) The distributed calculation execution sub-system are responsible for executing 

distributed network calculations. 

 

2.1 The web-oriented database management sub-system 

The web-oriented database management sub-system is the one of the main subsystem. The 

flight database includes two parts: test objects’ flight test data and users’ data processing 

information. 

Of course, the flight test raw data are important contents of the flight test database, it 

includes test plane attributes, flight test information and test flight test engineer documents and 

result data etc. The other important information is flight test measurements information, the 

identification information of the test raw data information, such as on-board measurement 

system’s data formation and PCM grid, measuring parameters, extracting rates, flight date and 

flight no. etc. Generally, the flight test raw data is a huge binary file in computer, different data 

different processing method module. It is incredible to save the data file in database as a data 

field(for example, blob field in Oracle), to import or export this data file when any users 

processing intolerably. 

Before we could setup an FTP server to share the huge flight test raw data file, users looked 

for the needed files by themselves, as more and more files added, more difficult to find, and the 

related measurement information were very difficult to be maintained, the flight test data had not 

integrity. 

This system manages the flight test measurement information through database, and the test 

raw data are saved as accessories files in NAS disks. Because of the disjunction of the indexed 

information and the data files, we design a tool on operate system to manage it, to avoid deletion 

by operators accidentally and damage by virus. NAS storage systems have advantages on storing 

and accessing data files with the uniform named service, this is the foundation of our distributed 

network calculation execution, and the users need not download the data files. 

Fig 2 shown the storage of the flight test raw data.  

 
Fig 2 flight test raw data storage 

2.2 Web-oriented data processing sub-system 
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Web-oriented data processing sub-system is the users’ interface with flight test database 

using IE to process and access the flight test raw data files. Of course the users must have the 

proper authority and the system can recorded all users’ actions when they use it. 

The users can: 

 Query the flight test information; 

 Define his own processing task, process any flight no. with any flight test time segments, 

parameters, rates; 

 Use the abundant data processing tools linked with IE, for example, flight test data 

replay, plotting, more and more math’s methods; 

 Use the defined standard flight test subject data processing modules, get the critical and 

valuation results quickly. 

 Etc. 

Various flight test data processing accomplishes through distributed network calculations, 

using ActiveX control, standard data processing toolkit too. Before the users use the system, they 

must install the necessary ActiveX controls. The distributed calculation ActiveX demonstration 

shown by fig 3,, designed with Delphi language. 

 

Fig 3  

a) ActiveX controls try to create socket communication according to the IP and Port of the 

scheduler lists circularly, transmit calculation request; 

b) Until the connection has created, the scheduler server return to ActiveX controls a 

calculation server IP and Port according to the calculation servers load balance status; 

c) ActiveX controls connection with the calculation server has created; 

d) ActiveX controls transmit calculation command to the calculation server; 

e) After received calculation command, the calculation server begins to start distributed 

data processing middle wares to execute the data process task. The monitor process in 

calculation server receives the application middle wares’ output as its input, and transfers 

these process status information to ActiveX controls with pipe channel technology; 

f) ActiveX receive and display the status information; 

g) As soon as the application middle wares complete the data processing, the monitor in the 

calculation server transfer the results to ActiveX controls; 

h) ActiveX controls receive the results and the distributed network calculation 

accomplished. 

2.3 The distributed application middle wares 
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The distributed application middle wares are various processing modules to flight test raw 

data, stored in flight test database related with flight test and measurement information, the pivotal 

portions of the system. For example, PCM processing modules, 1553B processing modules, data 

analyzing modules etc. A standard interface norm must be defined and complied before the 

distributed application middle wares are integrated to the system, so they can run accurately when 

the distributed ActiveX controls put out the start command. 

Table 1 show an defined interface example. 

 

Table 1 the distributed application middle ware -PCM processing module defined interface  

 File line Description  

@SYSINPUT@ Reserved word, system input information 

Y7 Plane name 

73 Plane No 

2008-8-1 Flight date 

1 Flight No 

DM6 Measurement system 

PCM Data property 

15000 Take-off weight  

4.3 Take-off center of gravity 

Null Structure status 

30.2 Airport temperature 

1.2 Airport pressure 

3.2 Wind velocity 

2 visibility 

Yanliang Test airport 

Take off Test subject 

Li jing Test pilot  

Z:\Y7\2008-08-01-PCM-1.dat Flight Data File 

Z:\Y7\2008-0801-PCM-1.inf Data calibration file  

Take off Subject Name 

Dang   UserID 

2008-08-02 Process Date 

@SYSINPUTEND@ Reserved word, input end 

@PARINFOR@ Reserved word, processed parameters 

Nx null -5.0 5.0 null note Parameter name, unit, upper limit, lower 

limit, measurement group, note 

…… …….. 

（n）  

@ParINforEND@ Reserved word 

@TIMEINFO@ Reserved word 

12 10 10 12 10 20 64 Processed time segments and rates 

…… …….. 

（n）  

@TIMEINFOREND@ Reserved word 

@SYSOUTPUT@ Reserved word 

Z:\work\Y7-2008-08-01-DHY-435822 Output data file name  

@SYSOUTPUTEND@ Reserved word 

 

As described above, the distributed application middle wares are called to run on calculation 

servers by users’ IE ActiveX controls giving command to scheduler servers. The distributed 

application middle wares are designed as Windows executable program, .exe or .dll program. The 

web-oriented flight test database management system manages and maintains the middle wares 
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functions and properties. The flexible frame can help to flight test data processing application 

standardization.  

2.4 The distributed calculation scheduler sub-system  

The distributed calculation scheduler sub-system is an application program, stored on 

scheduler servers. The distributed calculation scheduler program can register its host server IP 

automatically to flight test database, two scheduler servers make up a scheduler team to maintain 

the schedule service uninterruptedly, and they detect each other and judge whether to take over the 

scheduler task. In the meantime only one scheduler server is on duty. 

The distributed calculation server take the scheduler server IP from the database, book in its 

status about CPU, memory, calculation task etc, then the scheduler server arrange distributed 

calculation task requested from users. 

The distributed calculation scheduler sub-system is designed using Delphi. 

2.5 The distributed calculation execution sub-system 

The distributed calculation execution sub-system is an application program too, stored on 

distributed calculation servers. Two or more servers can run the distributed calculation execution 

sub-system and they can create a team automatically with strong capability for users’ distributed 

calculation tasks. They take the scheduler server IP from flight test database, and keep 

communication with it as what talked above.  

The distributed calculation servers perform the data processing- call the distributed 

application middle wares. They use the NAS uniform named service function to position the data 

file with the flight test database index information and process the needed data quickly and 

efficiently.  

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The web-oriented distributed post-flight data processing system rely on the Windows 

programming technology such as socket, ADO, accomplish flight test huge raw data processing 

quickly and efficiently, and enhance the flight test data management. Two scheduler servers can 

keep the scheduler uninterruptedly and more distributed network calculation servers can make up 

a great group with great capability to charge with the numbers of uses’ distributed calculation 

tasks. It has solved the problem about huge non-structural flight test raw data centrality 

management, processing, accessing and storing. Of course, the system has more limitations for 

application, for example, one distributed calculation task can run on only one calculation server at 

the same time, not use multithread technology to execute the processing on multi-servers, all these 

are future objects to aim at and realize.  
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